Technologies for the production of bispecific antibodies need to overcome two major challenges. The first one is correct heavy chain assembly, which was solved by knobs-into-holes technology or charge interactions in the CH3 domains. The second challenge is correct light chain assembly. This can be solved by engineering the Fab-arm interfaces or applying the immunoglobulin domain crossover approach. There are three different crossovers possible, namely Fab-arm, constant domain and variable domain crossovers. The CrossMab CH1-CL exchange does not lead to the formation of unexpected side products, whereas the CrossMab Fab and the CrossMab VH-VL formats result in the formation of typical side products. Thus, CrossMab CH1-CL was initially favored for therapeutic antibody development. Here, we report a novel improved CrossMab design principle making use of site-specific positional exchanges of charged amino acid pairs in the constant domain of these CrossMabs to enable the correct light chain assembly in the CrossMab VH-VL and improvements for the CrossMab Fab design.
Introduction
The idea of bispecific antibodies and their potential to efficiently treat diseases attracted researchers almost since the invention of monoclonal antibodies. The first approvals of the bispecific antibodies like catumaxomab (Chelius et al., 2010) , blinatumomab (Nagorsen et al., 2012) , emicizumab (Kitazawa et al., 2017; Oldenburg et al., 2017) and various bispecific molecules in advanced clinical development (Brinkmann and Kontermann, 2017; Verdino et al., 2018) , underline the maturity of this field of research. The underlying technologies to design and manufacture bispecific antibodies are manifold and have enabled industrial scale production (Spiess et al., 2015; Brinkmann and Kontermann, 2017; Krah et al., antibodies (Schaefer et al., 2011; Klein et al., 2012) . The principle is based on the domain exchange/positional exchange of one complete Fab (Fragment antigen binding) arm, or individual domains within one of the Fab binding arms. These simple positional exchanges aimed to exclude the possibility of light chain mispairing by an alteration of the symmetry of the bispecific antibody. There are three general possibilities for the domain crossover: The most obvious exchange is the translocation of the light chain in the former position of the heavy chain Fab on one side of the antibody, termed CrossMab Fab . Alternatively, the variable domains (variable heavy:
VH, variable light: VL) or the constant domains (constant heavy 1: CH1, constant light: CL) can be exchanged resulting in the CrossMab VH-VL or CrossMab CH1-CL , respectively. For these two
CrossMab versions the elbow region differs from the natural amino acid sequence (Schaefer et al., 2011; Klein et al., 2012) . Consequently, it is required to design the new elbow region as its length differs on the light and heavy side of the originating Fab. There are many elbow sequences possible and optimized elbow sequences were recently published (see also Table I ) . Typically, the crossover principle is independent of the elbow sequences, while alterations in these sequences may sometimes impact stability and the light chain pairing selectivity. Our experimental data from all three CrossMab designs indicate that the recommended sequences show a beneficial side product profile and less non-cognate light chain pairings than a bispecific antibody simply using knobs-into-holes and two unmodified light chains (Schaefer et al., 2011 . Nevertheless, based on the theoretical domain interactions only for the CrossMab , no relevant amount of non-cognate light chain pairings can be expected. Consequently, this CrossMab design has already been used for currently four clinical stage bispecific CrossMabs of 1 + 1, 2 + 1 and 2 + 2 valencies Brunker et al., 2016; Lehmann et al., 2016; Regula et al., 2016 Regula et al., , 2017 Bacac et al., 2016a Bacac et al., , 2016b and also been applied by academic groups for the development of bispecific molecules . Since the first conceptual CrossMab design experiments we tried to understand the driving forces for correct light chain assembly and the root cause of side product formation to enable efficient use of the Fab-arm exchange and the variable domain exchange as an alternative to the CH1-CL crossover. The main side-product of the CrossMab Fab is a nonfunctional one-armed monovalent antibody (MoAb), which forms by heterodimerization of the two different heavy chains. For the CrossMab VH-VL , a Bence-Jones like product can be assembled by adding the same non-crossed light chain twice to the formed heavy chain heterodimer , resulting in both cases above in a non-cognate light chain assembly. The understanding of the root-cause of their assembly enables the improvements based on rational design. The introduction or the modification of electrostatic or hydrophobic interactions, as well as steric hindrance is key elements in the modern protein engineering toolbox. These modifications can be applied to the variable and constant domains. The most well-known approach is the knobs-into-holes modification which ensures correct heavy chain heterodimers in bispecific antibodies (Merchant et al., 1998) . Igawa et al. reported the improved expression of a single chain diabody directed against the thrombopoietin receptor by the mutation of glutamine at V H (39) and V L (38) into V H (39E) and V L (38 K) in one scFv and vice versa in the second one to ensure the diabody assembly and not the tandem scFv conformation (Igawa et al., 2010) . Liu et al. reported the modification of the VH-CH1 and VL-CK interface with opposite charges in each Fab arm (Liu et al., 2015) . The combination of computational and rational design helped Lewis et al. to develop orthogonal Fab interfaces to express correctly assembling bispecific antibodies with four individual chains (Lewis et al., 2014) . As a matter of fact, today, there are many different solutions to generate heterodimeric bispecific antibodies utilizing the IgG scaffold. Here, we report improvements on the CrossMab technology for the CrossMab Fab and VH-VL to prevent non-cognate light chain pairings via inversion of existing charged residue pairs in the constant Fab domains.
Material and Methods

Ang-2-VEGF CrossMabs
The Ang-2-VEGF CrossMabs for this publication were previously described (Schaefer et al., 2011; Fenn et al., 2013) . Briefly, CrossMabs were generated by the appropriate domain cross-over in the VEGF binding Fab arm combined with knob-into-holes modification with hole on the VEGF binding heavy chain, whereas the Ang-2 side remained unmodified in the Fab region and contained the knob modification (Kuglstatter et al., 2017) . The sequences including highlighted sites of modification were attached in the supplement.
Recombinant expression of CrossMab antibodies
All antibody HC and LC genes were ordered as synthetic gene fragments and cloned via unique restriction sites using standard cloning procedures into separate expression vectors for each chain enabling secretory expression in HEK cells growing in suspension. The KiH mutations described by Carter and colleagues were used (Knob: T366W; Hole: T366S, L368A, and Y407V) (Merchant et al., 1998) . In addition, two Cys residues were introduced in the CH3 domains (S354C in the knob chain and Y349C in the hole chain) that form a stabilizing disulfide bridge (Carter, 2001; Kuglstatter et al., 2017) . Transfection (1:1:1:1 plasmid ratios) into HEK293-F cells (Invitrogen, 510029) was performed according to the cell supplier's instructions using Maxiprep (Qiagen, 12163) preparations of the antibody vectors, Opti-MEM I medium (Invitrogen, 31985) 293fectin (Invitrogen, 31985070) , and an initial cell density of 1-2 × 10 6 viable cells/ml in serum free FreeStyle 293 expression medium (Invitrogen, 12338018) . Antibody containing cell culture supernatants were harvested after 7 days of cultivation in shake flasks by centrifugation at 14 000 × g for 30 min and filtered through a 0.22 μm sterile filter (Thermo Scientific, 566-0020). The antibodies were purified directly from the supernatant, or the supernatant was stored at −80°C until purification.
Protein purification
Proteins were purified from filtered cell culture supernatants referring to standard protein A protocols. The antibodies were captured 
Protein concentration determination
The protein concentration was determined by the optical density (OD) at 280 nm, using the molar extinction coefficient calculated on the basis of the amino acid sequence.
Capillary electrophoresis
Purity and antibody integrity were analyzed by CE-SDS using microfluidic Labchip technology (PerkinElmer, USA). Five microliter of protein solution was prepared for CE-SDS analysis using the HT Protein Express Reagent Kit according to the manufacturer's instructions and analyzed on a LabChip GXII system using a HT Protein Express Chip. Data were analyzed using the LabChip GX Software.
Aggregation onset temperature/dynamic light scattering
Samples were prepared at 1 mg/ml in 20 mM Histidine chloride, 140 mM NaCl, pH 6.0. In a 384-well plate, 40 μl sample was filtered through a 0.4 μm filter, overlaid with 20 μl of paraffin oil and heated in a DynaPro plate reader (Wyatt Inc., Santa Barbara, USA) from 25°C to 80°C at a rate of 0.02°C/min. DLS data were recorded continuously and plotted against the temperature. The aggregation onset temperature (T agg ) is defined as the temperature at which the average hydrodynamic radius begins to increase. Thermal stability (aggregation onset temperature)
Analytical size exclusion chromatography
Samples were prepared at 1 mg/ml in 20 mM histidine chloride, 140 mM NaCl, pH 6.0 and transferred in a 9 μl multi-cuvette array. The multi-cuvette array was heated from 35°C to 90°C at a constant rate of 0.1°C/min in an Optim1000 instrument (Avacta Analytical Inc.). The instrument continuously records the intensity of scattered light of a 266 nm laser with a data point approximately every 0.5°C. Light scattering intensities were plotted against the temperature. The aggregation onset temperature (T agg ) is defined as the temperature at which the scattered light intensity begins to increase. The melting temperature T m , was assessed by recording the intrinsic Tryptophan fluorescence with an Optim1000 instrument (Avacta Analytical Inc.). Samples were prepared at~1 mg/ml in 20 mM His, 140 mM NaCl pH 6.0 and transferred to a 9 μl multicuvette array. The multi-cuvette array was heated from 30°C to 90°C at a constant rate of 0.1°C/min. The instrument continuously records fluorescence emission spectra after excitation with a 266 nm laser, providing a data point approximately every 0.6°C. The melting temperature, T m , is determined by plotting the fluorescence intensity against the temperature and T m is defined as the inflection point in these curves.
UHR-ESI-QTOF mass spectrometry
The correct assembly of the CrossMab antibodies was analyzed by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry of deglycosylated and deglycosylated/limited LysC digested molecules. 100 μg antibody was deglycosylated with N-Glycosidase F (Roche, 11 836 552 001) at 37°C for 16 h in a 100 mM phosphate buffer and subsequently denatured with 2 M Guanidinium-HCl at 37°C for 30 min. The limited LysC (Roche) digestions were performed with 100 μg deglycosylated CrossMabs in a Tris buffer pH 8 at 37°C for 40 min. Subsequently, the samples were desalted by HPLC on a Sephadex G25 column (GE Healthcare, 17-0032-02) using 40% acetonitrile with 2% formic acid (v/v). The total mass was determined by UHR-ESI-QTOF mass spectrometry on a maXis 4 G UHR-QTOF MS system (Bruker Daltonik) equipped with a TriVersa NanoMate source (Advion). Calibration was performed with sodium iodide (Tof G2-Sample Kit 2; Waters). Data acquisition was done at 1000-4000m/z (ISCID: 130.0 eV) and 600-2000m/z (ISCID: 0.0 eV) for the deglycosylated and deglycosylated/limited LysC digested CrossMabs, respectively. The raw mass spectra were evaluated and transformed into individual relative molar masses using an in-house developed software tool. The quantitative evaluation of the mass spectra was performed by summing up contributions of m/z ion intensities of all charge states forming the dominant part (larger than 20%) of the charge state envelope as observed for the most abundant individual product mass. Then all peak contributions (fitted as Gaussians) of all signals in these charge states were used to calculate the relative contents of the individual species.
Functional characterization
Determination of binding and binding affinity of multispecific antibodies to the respective antigens using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (BIACORE ® , GE Healthcare).
Assessment of VEGF binding
Binding of indicated antibodies to human VEGFA-121 was investigated by surface plasmon resonance using a BIACORE ® T200 instrument (GE Healthcare). Around 10 000 (RU) of anti His antibody (1 μg/ml anti His antibody; Order Code: 28995056; GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB, Sweden) were coupled on a Series S CM5 chip (GE Healthcare BR-1005-30) at pH 5.0 by using an amine coupling kit supplied by the GE Healthcare. HBS-N (10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl pH 7.4, GE Healthcare) was used as running buffer during the immobilization procedure. For the following kinetic characterization, sample and running buffer was PBS-T (10 mM phosphate buffered saline including 0.05% Tween20) at pH 7.4. The flow cell was set to 25°C -and the sample block set to 12°C -and primed with running buffer twice prior to kinetic characterization.
VEGF-A-121-His was captured by injecting a 0.5 μg/ml solution for 30 s at a flow of 5 μl/min. The association was measured by injection of the indicated antibodies in various concentrations in solution for 180 s at a flow of 30 μl/min starting with 1000 nM in 1:3 serial dilutions. The dissociation phase was monitored for up to 600 s and triggered by switching from the sample solution to running buffer. The surface was regenerated by 60 s washing with a Glycine pH 1.5 solution at a flow rate of 30 μl/min. Sensorgrams were double referenced by subtracting both anti His antibody and buffer only responses. For calculation of KD and other kinetic parameters the Langmuir 1:1 model was used.
Assessment of Ang-2 binding
Binding of indicated antibodies to human Ang-2-RBD-Fc was investigated by surface plasmon resonance using a BIACORE ® T200
instrument (GE Healthcare). Around 8000 (RU) of goat anti human F(ab')2 (10 μg/ml anti human F(ab')2; Order Code: 28958325; GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB, Sweden) were coupled on a Series S CM5 chip (GE Healthcare BR-1005-30) at pH 5.0 by using an amine coupling kit supplied by the GE Healthcare. HBS-N (10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl pH 7.4, GE Healthcare) was used as running buffer during the immobilization procedure. For the following kinetic characterization, sample and running buffer was PBS-T (10 mM phosphate buffered saline including 0.05% Tween20) at pH 7.4. The flow cell was set to 25°C -and the sample block set to 12°C -and primed with running buffer twice prior to kinetic characterization. The bispecific antibody was captured by injecting a 5 nM solution for 25 s at a flow of 5 μl/min. The association was measured by injection of human Ang-2-RBD-Fc at various concentrations in solution for 120 s at a flow of 30 μl/min starting with 100 nM in 1:3 serial dilutions. The dissociation phase was monitored for up to 180 s and triggered by switching from the sample solution to running buffer. The surface was regenerated by 60 s washing with a Glycine pH 2.1 solution at a flow rate of 30 μl/min. Bulk refractive index differences were corrected by subtracting the response obtained from a goat anti human F(ab')2 surface. Blank injections are also subtracted (= double referencing). For calculation of apparent KD the Langmuir 1:1 model was used.
Crystallization
Prior to crystallization the Fab protein was concentrated to 20-26 mg/ml in a buffer containing 200 mM CHES pH 9.0, 150 mM NaCl. Initial crystallization trials were performed in sitting drop vapor diffusion setups at 21°C. Crystals appeared within 2 days out of 0.1 M MES, pH 6.5, 20% PEG2000 MME after crossseeding of droplets. Plate shaped crystals grew within 1 week to a final size of 10 × 200 × 300 μm.
Structure determination and refinement
For data collection crystals were flash cooled at 100 K in precipitant solution containing 10% ethylene glycol. Diffraction data were collected at a wavelength of 1.0000 Å using a PILATUS 6 M detector at the beamline X10SA of the Swiss Light Source (Villigen, Switzerland). Data were processed and scaled with XDS (Kabsch, 2010) and SADABS (Bruker AXS Inc, Madison, 2009 ). The data+ belong to the space group P1 with cell axes of a = 59.56 Å, b = 59.80 Å, c = 79.09 Å. The resolution limit as obtained was 1.88 Å. The structure was determined by molecular replacement with PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007) using coordinates of an in-house Fab fragment structure as search model. The asymmetric unit contains two Fab molecules. Programs from the CCP4 suite (1994) and Buster (Bricogne et al., 2011) were used to subsequently refine the model. Manual rebuilding of the structure using difference electron density was done with COOT (Emsley et al., 2010) . Data collection and refinement statistics for both structures are summarized in Supplemental Table II . Coordinates are deposited in RCSB under the PDB ID 6GHG.
Molecular modeling
Based on the crystal structure of the KK-EE (light chain K123, K124, heavy chain E147, K213; positions given in EU numbering) charge variant non-crossed Fab, the following intermediate charge variants were modeled: KQ-EK, KQ-KE, EK-EK and EK-EK. First, the sidechain types were exchanged where necessary. Afterwards, the sidechain conformers of residues at positions 123, 124 (light chain) and 147, 213 (heavy chain) were optimized simultaneously to attain a maximum number of favorable and a minimal number of unfavorable interactions, the latter including steric clashes. Rotamer optimization was performed using the Dunbrack rotamer library (Shapovalov and Dunbrack, 2011) , plus the original rotamers as found in the crystal structure. The rotamer-optimized models were used as starting coordinates for unrestrained energy minimization using the CHARMM36 (Huang and MacKerell, 2013) force field in combination with the GBSW implicit solvent model (Im et al., 2003) and the 'Smart Minimizer' protocol (steepest descent followed by conjugate gradient (Luenberger, 1973) for 500 integration steps. All molecular modeling and simulation was done with BIOVIA Discovery Studio 4.5 (Dassault Systèmes BIOVIA Discovery Studio 4.5, San Diego).
Results
For proof-of-concept, we generated the three possible domain crossover antibodies (as described (Schaefer et al., 2011; Klein et al., 2016) with target specificities directed against Angiopoietin 2 (Ang-2) and Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF-A) based on the parental antibodies Ang-2i-LC06 (Thomas et al., 2013; Scheuer et al., 2016) and bevacizumab (Presta et al., 1997; Ferrara et al., 2004) on a human IgG1 framework with knobs-into-holes including an additional stabilizing disulfide bond between the CH3 (constant heavy 3) domains (Merchant et al., 1998; Carter, 2001; Kuglstatter et al., 2017) . The domain crossover was introduced into the VEGF binding arm using the described elbow sequence together with the knob (T366W) and an additional cysteine (S345C), whereas the hole (T366S, L368A, Y407V) was introduced into the CH3 domain of the Ang-2 binder together with an additional cysteine (Y349C). The antibodies containing the Fab, VH-VL and CH1-CL domain exchange were transiently expressed using four plasmids encoding the respective light chain, the 'crossed light chain', the 'crossed' knob heavy chain and the hole heavy chain as previously described (Schaefer et al., 2011) . The different CrossMabs were purified using Protein A chromatography and preparative SEC and analyzed by CE-SDS, SEC and mass spectrometry after each purification step. All three CrossMabs expressed well and represent the main product/peak as demonstrated in this experiment. The analysis of the side products for the Ang-2-VEGF Fab domain crossover antibody revealed a one-armed monovalent non-functional antibody (knobhole antibody without light chains; Fig. 1A ) and a non-functional Fab (VEGF HC-Fab and Ang-2 LC) which together amounted to 49% (sum). In addition to the correct bispecific antibody, the VH-VL domain crossover antibody expression yielded a side product with twice the non-crossed Ang-2 light chain on both arms of the antibody based on a 'Bence-Jones like' non-cognate pairing of the uncrossed light chain with the crossed VEGF heavy chain (VL-VL interaction). This side product occurred in amounts of up to 20% (Fig. 1B) . For the CrossMab CH1-CL no non-cognate light chain pairing was observed (Fig. 1C ). An observed side product was an antibody lacking the crossed light chain despite the used equimolar ratios of the plasmids encoding the four different chains. The existence of side products of the CrossMab Fab and CrossMab VH-VL suggested a need for further improvements to specificity by making the CH1-CL interactions selective for the knob and hole sides of the antibody. One way to achieve correct chain pairing is by the introduction of charged amino acids which make an interaction attractive in case of opposite charges and repulsive in case of identical charges. Previously, this was approached by introducing novel charged residue pairs (Lewis et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015) in the CH1-CL interface in suitable positions. The approach described herein uses existing charge pairs and selectively is achieved by inverting the existing charge pairs. For this purpose, we searched for existing pairwise electrostatic interactions between residues in the CH1-CL interface and identified the positions E123 and Q124 for Cκ and E123 and E124 for Cλ in the light chain and K147 and K213 in the CH1 (Fig. 2 and Supplemental Fig. 1 ). An inversion of these charge pairs on the hole side of the antibody by introducing K or R as positively charged amino acids and E or D as negatively charged amino acid or the introduction of a new charge pair in the case of Q124, respectively (on the knob side) should lead to attractive interactions in case of cognate light chain assembly and to repulsive interactions in case of incorrect assembly. Thus, these modifications are intended to enforce correct light chain assembly. Charge exchanged CrossMab
VH-VL
To test this hypothesis, the respective Ang-2-VEGF CrossMab VH-VL was generated with the inverted charged pairs on the Ang-2 side (knob): E123→K, Q124→K in the CL domain and K147→E and K213→E in the CH1 domain, whereas the crossed VEGF Fab arm (hole) remained unchanged. Expression yields and the side products were compared with a parallel expression of the Ang-2-VEGF CrossMab CH1-CL without charge exchanges. The yield increased twofold and no side products or missing light chains could be detected (data not shown). Based on this promising initial result, the next logical step was to assess the influence of each individual charge (Table II) . The basis for the evaluation was the CrossMab VH-VL without any charged residue exchanges which shows a 'Bence-Jones-like' non-cognate light chain pairing with about 20% (wt Ang-2 light chain in two copies, described above) (Fig. 3 , Table II ).
Data from constructed homology models or available X-ray structures at that time did not provide clear hints to which of the selected positions in the light chain interacts with the corresponding charged residue in the heavy chain (Supplemental Fig. 1 ). Probing each combination individually and assessing its influence on the side product profile aimed to identify the key interactions and their contributions. The first charge pair to be inverted was the position E123→K in the CL which could potentially form a salt bridge with K147→E or K213→E in the CH1. These modifications reduced the amount of the CrossMab with two Ang-2 light chains from 20% to about 15% as quantified by mass spectrometry (0394 & 0395 in Fig. 3 ). Modifying position Q124→K in the light chain and probing it with the K147→E and or K213→E mutations reduced the side product amount down to 3% (0396 & 0397 in Fig. 3 ). The combination of E123→K and Q124→R in the light chain and K147→E and K213→D in the heavy chain reduced the amount of side products below the detection limit by mass spectrometry (0284 & 0285 in Fig. 3) . Also, combinations of E123→K and Q/E124→K or R (including lambda), and K147→E and K213→E did not show any side products (Table II) . The beneficial impact of the position Q124 in kappa light chains and E124 in lambda light chains suggests modifying position 124 in the crossed VEGF CL domain for kappa light chains with a Q→E exchange. An additional benefit for the Ang-2-VEGF CrossMab VH-VL could not be shown as already no side products occurred in the case of two inverted charge pairs in the wt Ang-2 chain (0285 in Fig. 3 ; Table II ). Nevertheless, there was no loss of selectivity or stability observed with it. Finally, no impact on target binding was observed in the correctly assembled CrossMab as determined by SPR-based binding assays. The affinity towards both targets was not altered within the precision of these measurements. Likewise, there was no significant impact on the thermal stability as measured as T agg (°C) or T m (°C) for all generated variants. All CrossMab VH-VL with one or two charge pair inversions and the optional Q124E modification in CL of the crossed Fab arm showed T agg in a range between 56°C and 57°C and T m in a range between 61°C and 62°C. The data of the charge pair exchanges and their impact on non-cognate light chain pairing are summarized in Table II and Supplemental Table I .
To demonstrate the general suitability of the newly identified charged residue bispecific CrossMab VH-VL antibodies with different target specificities were evaluated. As a first example, a bispecific antibody targeting the two soluble ligands Tweak (Lammens et al., 2013) and IL-17 (Fischer et al., 2015) for use in inflammatory indications was generated. The initial CrossMab VH-VL showed~20%
'Bence Jones like' non-cognate light chain as quantified by mass spectrometry (Table III) . The introduction of two inverted charged residue pairs in position CL E123→R or K and D124→ K and CH1 K147→E and K213→E or D resulted in a correctly assembled bispecific antibody without formation of detectable side products. An additional charge correction in the crossed light chain (Q124E) did not show additional benefits (Table III) . As a second example, a trispecific c-Met/HER1/3 Cross-DAF (DAF = dual action Fab) for potential use in oncology was tested. In this trispecific antibody one target binding Fab is directed against cMet ( Merchant et al., 2013) whereas the other is a dual acting Fab capable of binding either HER1 or HER3 (Eigenbrot and Fuh, 2013) . The corresponding CrossMab VH-VL showed only trace impurities of a non-cognate light chain, nevertheless, the introduction of the charged residues in one or both Fab arms removed any incorrect light chain assembly (Table IV) . All deglycosylated CrossMabs were analyzed in their intact state by mass spectrometry and were also evaluated following an additional limited digestion with endoprotease LysC to generate Fab fragments. The purpose of this additional evaluation was to exclude the presence of any non-cognate side products with both the crossed and uncrossed LCs misassembled with the HCs within one CrossMab molecule. In that case, the correctly and incorrectly assembled intact CrossMabs would be isobaric. The analysis of all LysC generated Fabs excluded the presence of this kind of side product (data not shown).
Charge exchanged CrossMab Fab
The use of the CrossMab Fab is impeded by the formation of a heavy chain dimer containing a non-functional binding domain comprised of two variable domains with different target specificity. Reversing the charge interaction of existing charge pairs in the CH1-CL domains as described for the CrossMab VH-VL could improve this design by reducing the amount of HC-dimer. Therefore, we evaluated the influence of two charge-pairs in a kappa-kappa and a lambda-kappa CrossMab
Fab
. While the results of this approach evidently showed a beneficial influence, the overall effect was not big enough to completely eliminate the HC-dimer formation (Table V) . The HC-dimer occurred in amounts of 40% in the wt kappa-kappa CrossMab Fab and could be reduced to about 20% as measured by CE-SDS under non-reducing conditions. By introduction of two inverted charge pairs in the non-crossed CH1-CL interface, the amount of this side product could be reduced to 14% (Table V) . Taken together, the overall effect on the formation of the correct CrossMab Fab products was not big enough to eliminate the undesired heavy chain dimer side product.
X-ray structure of the KK-EE charge variant non-crossed Fab and modeling of intermediate charge variants
To establish a structure function relationship further and to correlate the experimental results to structural information, the Fab fragment of a non-binding germline antibody with GS motif containing CDR residues in the heavy chain CDR3 termed DP47 with the charged residue inversion KK-EE described above was crystallized and the X-ray structure solved. Fig. 4 shows the respective crystal structure with the mutated charge interactions (Fig. 4A , PDB code 6GHG) in context with two high-resolution CH1-Cκ and CH1-Cλ X-ray structures representing the respective wildtypes (Fig. 4B , left: PDB code 4XAW at 1.47 Å resolution (Irimia et al., 2016) ; Fig. 4B right: PDB code 4LLD at 1.19 Å resolution (Lewis et al., 2014) ).
To investigate the canonical state of the pairwise interactions between E123 of the light chain and K213 heavy chain and E/Q214 of the light chain and K147 of the heavy chain, we collected a number of publicly available high-resolution X-ray structures of CH1-Cκ (n = 50, resolution ≤1.8 Å) and CH1-Cλ (n = 26, resolution ≤2.0 Å) from the Protein Data Bank and monitored the noncovalent interactions using BIOVIA Discovery Studio. The results are shown in Table VI .
In the case of CH1-Cκ, the interaction E123-K213 is a highly conserved salt bridge or (in case of longer distances) attractive charge pair interaction. By contrast, there seems to be no conserved Table VI . Non-covalent canonical state of the pairwise interactions between E123 of the light chain and K213 heavy chain and E/Q214 of the light chain and K147 of the heavy chain based on publicly available high-resolution X-ray structures of CH1-Cκ (n = 50, resolution ≤1.8 Å) and CH1-Cλ (n = 26, resolution ≤2.0 Å) from the Protein Data Bank interaction between residues Q124 and K147. In the case of CH1-Cλ, the number of high-resolution X-ray structures is limited, but the available structural data suggests that there are conserved interactions between the pairs E123-K213 and E124-K147, either in the form of salt bridges or longer distance attractive charge pairs. In the X-ray structure of the CrossMab KK-EE charge variant of the DP47 Fab (PDB ID 6GHG, Fig. 5B ) the two pairs 123-213 and 124-147 form salt bridges. This holds for both copies of the Fab that can be found in the asymmetric unit of the crystal structure. The configuration is thus more similar to the two interacting glutamic acid-lysine pairs in the CH1-Cλ wildtype Fab (Fig. 4B  right) than to the CH1-Cκ wildtype Fab, where only the E123-K213 salt bridge seems to be conserved (Fig. 5A) .
In comparison to the wildtype, the polarity is reversed and accentuated: The positively charged residues are moved from the heavy chain to the light chain side, while the negatively charged residues are moved from the light chain to the heavy chain side, and in this process are made more negative by replacing the glutamine with glutamic acid (in Cκ). Cκ-CH1 pairing with chains that carry the canonical charge configuration is thus rendered energetically unfavorable. This could apply not only with regard to putative direct interactions between the two residue pairs, but also affect general electrostatic steering during the assembly of the encounter complex.
To evaluate the structural implications of partial charge exchange (only one residue per chain), we modeled the intermediate variants 213) as assessed experimentally and studied the potential pairing interactions. These variants are shown in Fig. 5C-F) . For the variants KQ-KE and EK-EK, we found favorable pairwise interactions between both 123-213 and 124-147. By contrast, for the variants KQ-EK and EK-KE, our modeling predicts no inter-chain interactions involving the four residues. In the case of EK-KE (Fig. 5E) , the obvious reason is that the pairs 123-213 and 124-147 possesses the same charge and hence lead to mutual repulsion. In the case of KQ-EK (Fig. 5C ), hydrogen bonding between Q124 and E147 is conceivable; however, the model suggests that the opposing glutamine and glutamic acid side chains are not long enough to form the inter-chain hydrogen bond. Instead, the side chain amine of Q124 prefers to interact with its own backbone carbonyl group. The remaining K123 and K213 pair is repulsive. In all of the cases, we only observed interactions between the residues at positions 123 and 213 and between the residues at positions 124 and 147, and not the hypothetical crosswise interactions 123-147 or 124-213.
Discussion
Human bispecific heterodimeric IgG-format antibodies have paved their way from early research to clinical development and recently with the approval of emicizumab (Kitazawa et al., 2017; Oldenburg et al., 2017) . One of the key challenges for large scale pharmaceutical production of similar bispecific antibodies is the correct assembly of all chains. Currently, there are very few technologies available which ensure this prerequisite. The common light chain approach as applied for emicizumab utilizes two heavy and one common light chain to generate the bispecific molecule. This approach is straightforward and works well. Nevertheless, it does not allow the use of existing antibodies pairs, and the identification of a suitable common light chain can be challenging (Sampei et al., 2013) . For antibodies consisting of four individual chains the challenge remains to enable correct light chain assembly. Recently, novel orthogonal Fab interfaces were generated by a combined in silico and screening approach (Lewis et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015; Bonisch et al., 2017) . Challenges in case of non-cognate light chain pairings during cellline and process development may occur as the similarity with regards to the biophysical properties of the two different Fab arms can be very high. Nevertheless, this approach is predicted to work well and the potential challenges maybe circumvented by novel approaches in cell-line development like targeted integration. A common and well-established work around is a sophisticated and tailored purification strategy to enable pharmaceutical grade quality even for non-completely self-assembling bispecific antibodies (Smith et al., 2015) .
We chose a novel strategy combining the CrossMab technology with selected charge pairs in order to disable the formation of undesired side products for the VH-VL and the Fab arm crossover (Schaefer et al., 2015; Imhof-Jung et al., 2016) . For the CrossMab CH1-CL non-cognate light chain pairing does not occur.
The challenge can be the weaker expression of the crossed light chain, leading to an antibody lacking the crossed light chain. This might be explained by the missing BiP chaperone interaction during the secretion of the antibody out of the cell (Feige et al., 2009 ). The correct domain order for interaction with BiP is given for the remaining two CrossMab designs as the CH1 domain is part of the heavy chain. For the CrossMab VH-VL , the main side product is a 'Bence-Jones like' VL-VL interaction, which is hard to separate from the bispecific antibody with chromatographic methods. In theory, the CrossMab Fab is the most preferred CrossMab design, as it utilizes only one non-natural domain exchange/transition, which does not impact stability and assembly and no modified elbow linker regions. Even though we did not manage to find a way to completely prevent the non-cognate VH-VL interaction in the CrossMab Fab , this side product of a monovalent non-functional antibody can be easily removed by chromatographic methods due to the difference in molecular weight. Notably, all side products possess the wildtype CH1-CL interaction, whereas a Bence-Jones like VL-VL interaction is observed for the VH-VL crossover and a non-cognate VH-VL is observed for the CrossMab Fab . Based on this experimental result, it can be concluded that the driving force for correct light chain localization is the strong CH1-CL interaction (at least for antibodies without stability engineered VH-VL domains). Some additional conclusions can be drawn from the results of the described experiment. First, the interaction between VL-VL is not repulsive enough to enforce correct light chain assembly in the CrossMab VH-VL . Second, the interaction between VH-VL of noncognate domains originating from different target binders/germlines is not repulsive enough to enforce cognate light chain assembly or to overcome the CH1-CL pairing preference in the CrossMab Fab . Third, the driving force for correct light chain assembly is in all three CrossMabs the strong CH1-CL interaction.
The focus of the work described here was the optimization and development of a completely self-assembling bivalent bispecific antibody expressed by four individual chains, two light and two heavy chains. The CrossMab VH-VL design including inverted charge pairs in CH1-CL of the non-crossed chain represents such a system ensuring error-free self-assembly in a modular system based on available antibody pairs, allowing the use of notably, any preexisting antibody. The solved X-ray structure illustrates the effect of the two charge pair exchanges/inversions and shows the corresponding electrostatic interactions, namely 123-213 and 124-147 independent of the applied charges. The effect of each individual charge pair exchange is difficult to interpret, as the effects on the complete self-assembly are manifold.
In our experiments we observed a higher expression level of the noncrossed light chain, resulting only in non-cognate light chain assembly on the crossed Fab arm. The amount and impact of these kinetic effects is not understood. The influence of attractive interactions like salt bridges and hydrogen-bond interactions on the stabilization of a cognate Fab arm as well as repulsive effects originating from similar charges need to be considered on both Fab arms including cognate and non-cognate pairing of each possible Fab arm combination. Importantly, the optimal effect can be achieved by introduction of only two charge pair inversions. This may be caused by a beneficial impact due to similar charges on neighboring residues, resulting in a larger charged surface area, strengthening attractive and repulsive forces. In addition, the two charge pair exchanges result in only attractive interactions for cognate pairing and always repulsive interactions for non-cognate pairing in the CrossMab VH-VL . This observation is the main difference to the CrossMab VH-VL without charge pair exchanges, where all wild-type charge pair interactions (123-213, 124-147, cognate and non-cognate) are attractive.
According to the structural model and the experimental results we can provide the following recommendations for preferred CrossMab VH-VL design: First, include the domain crossover on the side of the more stable Fab arm. Second, the inverted charge pairs are preferred to be put on the non-crossed Fab arm. Third, it is favored to apply the knobs-into-holes approach in combination with an additional disulfide bridge, while the knob-side is located on the crossed half of the antibody. It is recommended to correct the position Q124 in Cκ to E in addition. In summary, the CrossMab VH-VL with inverted charge pairs is a mature bispecific design, allowing the combination of individual target binding domains in an IgG-like molecule utilizing 1 + 1, 1 + 2 or 2 + 2 target binding sites as required from the biological point of view. The potential of the CrossMab technology is reflected by the number of bispecific molecules in preclinical and clinical development Brinkmann and Kontermann, 2017; Verdino et al., 2018) . Currently there are already two trivalent heterodimeric 2 + 1 T-cell bispecific antibodies utilizing the CrossMab VH-VL design with charge pair inversions targeting CD20 (Bacac et al., 2018) and BCMA (Seckinger et al., 2017) in Phase 1 early clinical development. This demonstrates the maturity of the CrossMab VH-VL design with inverted charge pairs and CrossMab technology. The ability to combine 1 + 1, 1 + 2 and 2 + 2 target binding sites in one molecule enables to make use of affinity or avidity driven target binding to enable control over (cell-) selectivity and biodistribution.
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at Protein Engineering, Design and Selection online. (Irimia et al., 2016) and in the crystal structure of the KK-EE charge variant Fab (B, PDB code 6GHG). The results of the modeling of individual charge-pair interactions (using structure 6GHG as starting configuration) are depicted in panels C-F. The light chain is shown in light green, the heavy chain in dark green. Residue numbers are given in EU numbering.
